
JMO mentoring scheme
November 2010 paper

‘A’ questions in each paper are meant to be straightforward - ‘B’ and ‘C’ questions more difficult.
Hints are included upside down at the bottom of the page. Fold this back and look at them when you need.

A1 Recently we passed the point when the date and time could be recorded as 10/10/10 10h 10m 10s. How
many seconds from then is it until we reach the time 11/11/11 11h 11m 11s?

A2 A bus leaves Rushton for Portborough at 10:00 am just as another bus leaves Portborough for Rushton
along the same route. The bus from Rushton goes twice as fast as the bus from Portborough and
arrives at Rushton at 10:48 am. When do they meet?

A3 Find the positive integer which when multiplied by 9 gives an integer between 1100 and 1220, and
which multiplied by 13 gives an integer between 1500 and 1600.
[You must show it is the only answer.]

B4 In the diagram AD and BC intersect at X.
∆ ABX and ∆ CDX are similar.
AB = 4, AX = 5, AD = 20 and ∠ ABX = 90°.
AB and CD extended intersect at Y. (not shown)
What is the area of BXDY? [not to scale]

B5 24 points are arranged in a regular rectangular grid of 4 rows and 6 columns.
How many rectangles or squares can be formed by joining four of the
points so that the edges are not parallel to the rows or columns of the grid?

C6 Three circles of radius 1 unit touch each other externally.
A small circle is placed in the middle so that it touches each
of these circles. What is its radius?

C7 A square board is made up of 25 unit squares which we will call tiles, coloured alternately black and
white like a chess board with a black tile in the centre.
A triomino is a shape made up of 3 unit squares, like the one shown in the diagram. Eight triominoes
laid on the board can cover the board except for one tile.
Which of the 25 tiles can be left uncovered given a suitable arrangement of the 8 triominoes?
[It is assumed that the edges of triominoes run along the edges of the tiles.]

Hints :
6.Use the results of notes F and H.
7.A triomino will cover either 2 white tiles and 1 black tile or vice versa.

Divide cases into leaving a black tile uncovered or a white tile uncovered.
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